
 
 

 

 

UCI Equipment Regulations 1 Jan 2023 – Riders Height 

 

Road Time Trial, Track Individual Pursuit, Time Trial and Team Pursuit Height Regulations  

Riders less than 180cm tall  (Category 1) 

For riders less than 180.0 cm tall, the horizontal distance between the vertical planes passing through the bottom 

bracket axle and the extremity of the fixed time trial extension handlebar, including all accessories, may be a maximum 

of 800 mm when the saddle is 50mm or more behind the bottom bracket.  

The height difference between the midpoint of the forearm support and the highest or lowest point of the extension 

(including accessory) must be less than 100 mm. 

When the saddle is less than 50mm behind the bottom bracket the maximum is 750mm. 

Riders between 180cm and 189.9cm tall  (Category 2) 

For riders between 180.0 cm and 189.9 cm tall, the horizontal distance between the vertical planes passing through the 

bottom bracket axle and the extremity of the fixed time trial extension handlebar, including all accessories, may be a 

maximum of 830 mm.  

The height difference between the midpoint of the forearm support and the highest or lowest point of the extension 

(including accessory) must be less than 120 mm.  

Junior 19 and Elite Riders in Category 2 must submit a rider height attestation form online through the UCI portal : 

Equipment | UCI, scroll to UCI List of riders in Category 2 & Category 3, click on the + sign to open the portal and 

complete the online form.  You must have a valid UCI ID. Emailed forms will no longer be accepted. 

Riders 190cm + tall  (Category 3)   

For riders 190.0 cm and taller, the horizontal distance between the vertical lines planes passing through the bottom 

bracket axle and the extremity of the fixed time trial extension handlebar, including all accessories, may be extended to 

a maximum of 850 mm.  

The height difference between the midpoint of the forearm support and the highest or lowest point of the extension 

(including accessory) must be less than 140 mm.  

Junior 19 and Elite Riders in Category 3 must submit a rider height attestation form online through the UCI portal : 

Equipment | UCI, scroll to UCI List of riders in Category 2 & Category 3, click on the + sign to open the portal and 

complete the online form.  You must have a valid UCI ID. Emailed forms will no longer be accepted. 

 Junior Under 17 and Masters riders must submit a rider height attestation form to AusCycling email:  

track@auscycling.org.au    

DO NOT SUBMIT TO UCI WITHOUT A VALID UCI ID 

Once the form has been submitted you will be added to the list issued on UCI (Elite & Junior 19 only) and AusCycling 

Websites.  

Without the submission of the Height attestation form no exemption will be issued and the standard regulations will 

apply. 
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